
Catchy headline

Your Talk Description

The best headlines relate to a result that your clients want or a problem they want
to solve. There’s no need to be super clever or creative here, just zero in on what
your target audience really wants. 

Ready to Be in a Relationship: Successful Dating and Partnership for Women
Teleclass
• Building Buzz on a shoestring!
• How to Buy a Foreclosure Class
• Mind, Body & Wellness Workshop - Experience the Tranquility & Peace Within!

A short description with 2-3 short, punchy paragraphs

Here’s the easiest way to write a short description of your event.
First, write one paragraph describing the problem that your talk is focused on.
Next, write one paragraph describing your solution (Ultimate Result) and the
benefits your audience will get.
Done!

3-5 things you’ll learn from the talk

These 3-5 items should communicate the benefit, rather than the process you use:
For example:
BORING: How you can set aside 1 hour in your calendar to focus on an important
task.
INTERESTING: How to add one hour of productive time each day by using one
simple time management technique anyone can use



Example
Body Mastery: Make 2016 The Year of Your Best Body

Your body is your altar. Do you ever feel like you are at war with your
body. Do you struggle with binge eating or lack of motivation?

With this seminar, you will come away with breakthrough insights and
practical actions you can take immediately to be more in alignment
with your eating and your movement and experience your best body
yet.

You Will Learn:
• How to MAKE time for the most important things in your life
• How to eliminate the distractions and interruptions that are stealing
your time and energy 
• Why the gym doesn't work for everyone and what you should do
instead.
• How to add one hour of productive time each day by using one simple
time management technique anyone can use
• The art of having passion infuse everything you do in life
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